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Broadcasting, Operating and Maintenance
Repair Parts List
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALL A.T.V.’S.:
1. Take broadcast seeder GT-77 from carton and place it upside down on the hopper.
2. Rotate handle around and remove bolt and self-locking nut. Run bolt through seed-gate
linkage, then
through the handle, making sure that the thread end is pointing up, toward you.
Replace self-locking nut. Do not over-tighten, as it must pivot at this point.
3. Remove the two 1/2” bolts from the grey-iron base part number 500 and keep these for
mounting of ATV mounting brackets.
4. Follow the supplemental instructions for mounting the GT-77 seeder to your specific A.T.V.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Be safe! Disconnect ground wire from battery before wiring.
2. Connect the short line with the fuse (20 Amp) in the line to the battery on the positive (+) side.
3. Be sure to replace safety cap over battery terminal, if one is furnished.
4. Connect forked end of long wire to either terminal on switch. Connect female end to male end
of “Quick- Connector” on fuse line.
5. Connect orange wire from motor to other terminal on switch.
6. The black wire on the motor is the ground. Make sure it is connected to the bottom of the
motor. It is best to run a ground wire from the battery to any part of the frame or seeder.
If that does not work, splice into the ground (black wire) on the motor to the battery ground.
7. Reconnect vehicle ground to battery.
8. Same as #5.
CLEANING AND STORAGE OF BROADCASTER
After removing the broadcaster from the A.T.V., turn it upside-down on the hopper, so that all
material
remaining in the hopper is removed. Then wipe or brush out any remaining material. If
compressed air is
available, use it to blow off any residue from the broadcaster and the electric motor.
The electric motor is sealed and does not require any maintenance, other than removing any
external residue. If the broadcaster is used to spread corrosive material like fertilizer or ice
melter, wiping a fine film of oil on the working parts will keep them working free in the future. The
pivot plate and all the parts attached to it are made of stainless steel and are rust-resistant for
years of life. The fused end of the “Quick-Connect” battery lead may be left on the A.T.V. for
future use but be sure to disconnect the wiring harness at the disconnect socket and not at the
fuse holder. The broadcaster should be stored in a dry storage area when not in use. High
moisture areas will cause condensation internally to the motor and will significantly shorten the
motor life.
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TIPS FOR USING BROADCASTERS
1. WATCH YOUR SPEED! Do Not Go Too Fast For Conditions. If Ground Is Rough,
Cut Your Speed. Remember when seeder is loaded it causes much strain on A.T.V.s
and hitch brackets when you start bouncing through holes and rough ground. The
hitches were designed for normal usage, so do not get carried away and go too fast.
2. As is common with all broadcast seeders, do not use on windy days as this will
cause erratic spread, especially with herbicides and may cause damage to crops in
nearby fields.
3. If your equipment (or vehicle) has a battery and charging system, keep your
R.P.M.s sufficiently high enough to charge at all times.
4. The easy way to determine the ground speed of your A.T.V. or tractor is to set two
stakes in the ground, 88 feet apart, and check with the chart below.
At 2 M.P.H. you will travel 88 ft. in 30 seconds
At 3 M.P.H. you will travel 88 ft. in 20 seconds
At 4 M.P.H. you will travel 88 ft. in 15 seconds
At 6 M.P.H. you will travel 88 ft. in 10 seconds
At 8 M.P.H. you will travel 88 ft. in 7 1/2 seconds
5. After determining the gear and throttle settings of the A.T.V. mark the settings so
the throttle can be returned to the proper location when broadcasting.
6. This broadcaster is equipped with a centering pivot plate, which can be moved to
center the spread of material. To change location, loosen two capscrews holding
pivot plate to bottom of base and move it to a higher or lower letter by taking hold of
the seed gauge and moving as explained in next step. A good starting point is to
move the seed gauge to the letter “C” for most Clover, Alfalfa and Fertilizers.
7. If you see your spread is heavy on one side or the other, after you start to spread,
do the following to center the pattern of spread: (You distinguish the difference
between right and left by standing behind the A.T.V. or tractor and broadcaster and
facing the direction the A.T.V. or tractor will travel.)
(a) When the pattern of spread is off-center to your right, move the pivot
plate to a lower letter.
(b) If your spread is off-center to your left, move the pivot plate to a higher letter.
(c) Do not move over one letter at a time or you may over-correct.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING OPTIONAL BLOCKING PLATE 517
1. Loosen two capscrews holding pivot plate to base and center pivot plate.
2. Remove pivot screw and bushing in pivot plate that anchors agitator to pivot plate.
Slide the blocking plate under agitator and over the four protruding screws, making
sure that protrusion lays down in opening of pivot plate and blocking plate is flat
against pivot plate.
3. Replace pivot screw and bushing. Tighten but do not over-tighten. If it is
over-tightened, end of screw will extend through pivot plate in bottom and block
movement of opening plate.

TO REPLACE VIBRATOR BUSHING ON FAN
1. Remove nipple from pivot plate hole.
2. Remove round head machine screw and bushing holding agitator to pivot plate.
3. Move agitator forward and at the same time, turn fan so that agitator can be
removed from bushing on top of fan.
4. Remove agitator from opening.
5. Turn fan so that bushing and round-head screw can be removed through opening
6. Remove bushing from fan by the following: This round-head machine screw is lefthand threaded, so turn right to loosen.
7. Replace new bushing. Tighten the left-hand screw tight.
8. Replace agitator through opening, positioning agitator on fan by turning fan so the
bushing is placed between forks on agitator.
9. Replace bushing and round-head machine screw that holds agitator to pivot plate.
10. Replace nipple in round opening.
TO REPLACE NIPPLE
1. Remove nipple from pivot plate hole.
2. Remove round-head machine screw and bushing holding agitator to pivot plate.
3. Move agitator forward and at the same time, turn fan so that agitator can be
removed from bushing on top of fan.
4. Remove agitator from opening.
5. Remove nipple from agitator.
6. Install new nipple on agitator. (A little moisture on nipple where agitator goes
through will ease the operation.)
7. Replace agitator through opening, positioning agitator on fan by turning fan so the
bushing is placed between forks on agitator.
8. Replace bushing and round-head machine screw that holds agitator to pivot plate.
9. Replace nipple in pivot hole.

TROUBLE SHOOTING
If motor will not run, turn switch to “Off” position and turn
motor by hand to be sure that it turns freely.
Check ground, check fuse (this is a 20-amp fuse), check
battery connections and battery, and then turn switch to
“On” position. The unit should run if the motor is not
damaged. For erratic spread of fertilizer or insecticides,
check for lumps in material.

LIMITED WARRANTY
This Herd Broadcaster was thoroughly tested before it left
the factory.We warrant each Broadcaster sold by us to be
free from defects in material and workmanship when used
according to our directions. Our obligation under this
warranty is limited to making good at the factory any
defective part or parts thereof which shall, within three (3)
months after delivery of such Herd Broadcaster to the
original purchaser, to be returned to us. No person or
company is authorized to make further warranty.
This warranty shall not apply to any Herd Broadcaster
which shall have been repaired or altered outside of our
factory in any way so as to affect its stability or reliability,
nor which has been subject to misuse, negligence or
accidents, or was caused by damage while in possession
of the consumer or resulted from failure to the consumer to
provide reasonable and necessary maintenance.
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